UNRAVELING MYSTERIES OF THE MIND

1. Monday, November 6
CURRENT ADVANCES IN PSYCHOLOGY SEMINAR
4:00 PM, Meyer Auditorium
Dr. Dennis Molfeese
University of Louisville
Topic: SLEEPLESS IN AMERICA

SEX & THE BRAIN
5:30-7:00 pm, Commons
A FIYS106 Campus Outreach Program
Presenters: Mr. Emmanuel Contreras’09, Ms. Brianna Eller’09, Ms. Brittany Goldman’09, Ms. Stephanie Levin’09, Ms. Natalie Molina’09

2. Tuesday, November 7
BRAIN ANATOMY 101:
The LFC Community is Invited For a Hands-On Exploration of the Human Brain
12:00-2:30 PM, Johnson 215
How Do We Sense and Move?
How Do We Communicate & Think?
How Do We Emote, Learn & Form Memories?

DRUGS & THE BRAIN
5:30-7:00 PM, Commons
A FIYS106 Campus Outreach Program
Presenters: Ms. Susan Hedrick’09, Ms. Samantha Pusateri’09, Ms. Vanessa Simiola’09

3. Wednesday, November 8
BETA BETA BETA NEUROSCIENCE SEMINAR
4:00 PM, Meyer Auditorium
Dr. Herbert Colston
Professor of Psychology, University of Wisconsin, Parkside
Topic: Why don’t people just say what they mean?
On the psychology of figurative language

SLEEP & THE BRAIN
5:30-7:00 PM, Commons
A FIYS106 Campus Outreach Program
Presenters: Ms. Alexandra Ayala’09, Ms. Megan Doody’09, Ms. Grace Dunford’09, Ms. Jaclyn Kobika’09, Mr. Quincy Roberts’09

4. Thursday, November 10
TEACH-INS: NEW BRAIN MYSTERIES
Johnson 200
12:00 - 1:00 PM
COGNITION FRONTIERS
Ms. Caitlin Paluska’07, Mr. Michael Wollar’06, Mr. Michael Zorniak’07
1:00 - 2:00 PM
EMOTION FRONTIERS
Ms. Crystal Lester’06, Ms. Jennifer Riddle’07
2:00 - 3:00 PM
MEMORIES FRONTIERS
Ms. Kristen Endraske’06 & Mr. Michael White’07

5. Friday, November 9
7:00 PM, McCormick Auditorium
Oscar nominated and critically acclaimed hit movie about the real life story of a neurologist who discovers that the drug L-Dopa can be used to "unlock" patients in a mental hospital from the mysterious sleeping sickness that has left them utterly immobilized.
Starring: Robert De Niro & Robin Williams
Sponsored by LCI

BRAIN, MIND, BEHAVIOR FORUM
Spotlight on Brain & Mind Studies at LFC
6:30-9:00 PM, Meyer Auditorium
Join LFC Professors for stimulating interdisciplinary discussions

Philosophy: Steve Tammalleo & Rui Zhu
Psychology: Robert Glassman & Matthew Kelley
Biology: Shubhik DebBurman, Sara Lagalwar, & Nicole Sleiter
A Joint FIYS106 & BIO346 Campus Outreach Program

Organized By Students of FIYS106 Medical Mysteries & BIO346 Molecular Neuroscience, Biology and Psychology Departments, Beta Beta Beta & Psi Chi, First-Year Studies Program, Leadership & Community Involvement (LCI) Office, Center for Chicago Programs
Thanks to Snezhana Belukov’07 for outstanding peer leadership, Thanks to LFC Visual Communications Office and Library & Information Technology (LIT) for outstanding administrative assistance, and to Stephanie Levin’09 for the logo art work.